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Introduction
• Author of one of the first articles on CarbonTracker’s analysis of climate and
fossil fuel supply in a peer reviewed finance journal
(Danish Financial Analyst Journal 5/2015)

• Danish country lead in the DivestInvest network – leading work in this network
on managed decline of fossil fuel extraction business units.
-• The organisation SustainableEnergy has been developing sustainable
development solutions since 1975
(e. g. the community power model that drove development of the wind industry in the 1990’s.)

Oslo principles: obligations for enterprises
28. An enterprise whose activity includes fossil-fuel production must assess the
impact that any limitations imposed on future extraction or use of fossil fuels,
consistent with the “carbon budget” concept enunciated by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change and others, will have on its financial situation. The
enterprise must disclose this information to investors, securities regulators and the
public.
29. Before committing to plans to build any major new facilities, enterprises must
conduct environmental impact assessments. Such an assessment must include an
analysis of the proposed facility’s carbon footprint and ways to reduce it and the
potential effects of future climate change on the proposed facility.
30. Enterprises in the banking and finance sectors should take into account the
GHG effects of any projects they consider financing

tweet size interpretation of the above
28. Fossil fuel companies must be consistent with the carbon budget.
29. The decision of any new project/facility must be assessed on its effects on
future climate change.
30. The climate effect should be considered in project finance.
The CarbonTracker methodology (tweet size)
1. line up all future fossil fuel projects on a cost supply curve
2. work out where ‘well below 2 degrees’ carbon budget intersects with this
supply curve of future supply
3. anything over and above that will be outside of the carbon budget

Climate policy and fuel energy supply
Econ 101 pop quiz:
?: Economics is sometimes described by politicians as:
a. ”Supply and demand”
b. ”Demand and demand only”
!: In global climate policy the answer has traditionally been b.
UNFCCC makes extensive references to demand side (“emissions”),
but no direct references to supply side (“extraction”).
(Can ”anthropogenic emissions by sources” (Paris agreement art. 4.1) be interpreted as ”extraction”?)
Erickson, P. et al: “Limiting fossil fuel production as the next big step in climate policy” NATURE CLIMATE CHANGE | VOL 8 | DECEMBER 2018 | 1037–1043
Le Billon, P. & Kristoffersen B. ”Just cuts for fossil fuels? Supply-side carbon constraints and energy transition” Environment and Planning A · November 2018
Green, F. & Deniss, R. “Cutting with both arms of the scissors: the economic and political case for restrictive supply-side climate policies” Climatic Change (2018) 150: 73.

CarbonTracker methodology
It is about fossil fuel supply
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Source: Jensen, Lars N. (2015): ”Bør der regnes på strandede aktiver? Betydningen af et begrænset carbonbudget for værdien af kul-, olie- og gasselskaber”, Finans/Invest (5)2015 p. 30-37.
Do the calculus on stranded assets? The implication of a limited carbon budget on the value of coal, oil and gas companies Finans/Invest is The Danish Financial Analyst Journal

Could one lose cash on supply above equilibrium?
Lars Jensen, Finans/Invest
Oktober 2015

Martin Skancke, Report for Unipension
December 2015
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Stranded assets

Tar sands

Do new projects contribute to today’s share value?
Predicted development of model fossil fuel company portfolio. Tested on CarbonTracker methodology

Little impact of project pipeline across scenarios

Operating
extraction
Project pipe line
Development
predicted by
Unipension
Higher probabilty assigned
to meeting tight carbon budget

Actual result
After 12 months

Source: Jensen, Lars N. (2015): ”Bør der regnes på strandede aktiver? Betydningen af et begrænset carbonbudget for værdien af kul-, olie- og gasselskaber”, Finans/Invest (5)2015 p. 30-37.
Do the calculus on stranded assets? The implication of a limited carbon budget on the value of coal, oil and gas companies Finans/Invest is The Danish Financial Analyst Journal

Climate goals are off the industry chart.
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Adapted from Dale, Spencer and Bassam Fattouth: Peak Oil Demand and Long-Run Oil Prices, Oxford Institute for Energy Studies, Energy Insight: 25. January 2018
Accessed 15 May 2018: https://www.oxfordenergy.org/wpcms/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Peak-Oil-Demand-and-Long-Run-Oil-Prices-Insight-25.pdf

Flawed assumptions for new extraction
1. Too large a carbon budget – associated with too much climate change
and too low probability of meeting it 1.5C, which the Paris
Agreement says we should make efforts to meet.
2. Negative emissions technologies are on track with IEAs sustainable
development scenario – according to the IEA they are not.
3. Negative emissions will be paid for by someone else.
4. Substitution along the supply curve: “Someone else who has sunk
cost on an operating facility will automatically shut down, once my
project comes online. I need not take responsibility for this.”
Supporters of DivestInvest tend not to make these assumptions

Transition Risk og Physical risk are have opposite
directions
Transition Risk:
Which loss will occur
on coal, oil, and gas companies
If the the 1.5C goal is met?
Likelihood

Physical risks:
Which loss will occur in total portfolio including
property and insurance companies, If 1.5C goal
is not met?
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”Managed decline of
extracting and
burning fossil fuels,
which increases the
likelihood of the 1.5C
goal, reduces physical
risk for the universal
portfolio owner”

Criteria for managed decline
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No lobbying for larger carbon budget or other policy reducing likelihood of 1.5C
No new exploration spending
No approval of new fossil fuel infrastructure or projects
A clear plan for winddown
Remuneration policies that support managed decline

See also:
The Sky’s Limit: Why the Paris Climate Goals Require a Managed Decline of Fossil Fuel Production
Oil Change International, September 2016
http://priceofoil.org/content/uploads/2016/09/OCI_the_skys_limit_2016_FINAL_2.pdf

It has been done
A few years ago Danish Oil and Natural Gas (now Ørsted) – at the time partially owned
by GoldmanSachs - wrote in a strategic review of its extraction business:
"Going forward, the cash flows from E&P [oil & gas exploration and production] will be
part of funding DONG Energy’s investments in renewable energy.... With this revision
of DONG Energy’s portfolio strategy, investments to support future growth will be
focused on renewable energy.."
https://orsted.com/en/Company-Announcement-List/2016/01/1426808

Formerly Preussag AG (1923-2002) was originally formed as a German coal mining company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TUI_Group#History

Questions

